CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP

WITH THE UAS TECHNIKUM

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP THAT GOES FURTHER...
In addition to unlimited job advertisements, corporate partners also benefit from exclusive access to our talent and students.
After all, what is more convincing than a personal interview? Our partners have a fixed place at our two career events. In addition
to our events, there are also other opportunities to network with our students.

THE FOLLOWING SERVICES ARE INCLUDED IN THE CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP:
Current job advertisements on the Technikum job portal
Open jobs can be posted on your own company page and on the job portal. The job portal is accessible to students, graduates
of the FH Technikum Wien and all other website visitors.
Placement of internships and diploma theses
The calls for proposals are addressed directly to the relevant target group.
Participation in the Technikum Wien company fair
Every year in autumn, the company fair takes place at the FH Technikum Wien. Here you have the opportunity to present your
company to students and to make personal contacts.
Participation in the Career Lounge
The Career Lounge for graduates and students takes place in spring. This career event is exclusively for our corporate partners.
Newsletter
Job offers and news are sent to alumni and students via newsletter.
Implementation of PR measures
The logo of your company is present in the entrance area as well as on the website of the FH Technikum Wien.
Technikum Wien Academy: Combating the shortage of skilled workers with continuing education

		

Strategic training is effective in the acquisition, retention and development of skilled workers. In the context of e.g. employer branding, optimisation of internal processes or innovation, it creates added value.
As a corporate partner, you receive a 10% discount on certifications, seminars and courses at the Technikum Wien Academy. In addition, you are entitled to 2x2 hours of consulting and sparring on relevant
topics every year.

1-year company partnership

€ 4.500,- p.a.

2-year company partnership

€ 4.200,- p.a.

3-year company partnership

€ 3.900,- p.a.

Start-up company partnership
With this partnership, FH Technikum Wien aims to support startups in talent acquisition and growth. Through the cooperation,
startups get access to unlimited job ads on the Technikum job platform and also a fixed place at the career events. Access to the
newsletter for students and alumni and logo presence on the FH website is also given.
Requirements: The start-up must be innovative, scalable, have been on the market for less than 10 years and have a maximum
of 25 employees.
€ 1.500,-

Costs: 		
s
Post jobs on the Technikum job portal

The „Job advertisement“ package includes the placement of a job advertisement. The duration of the advertisement is 1 month.
The advertisement is placed on the job portal of the FH Technikum Wien (jobs.technikum-wien.at) and is thus accessible to all
visitors. It is also possible to place your advertisement on the ABA Work in Austria - Job Exchange. When creating your advertisement on the Technikum job portal, you can control whether your advertisement is placed on the ABA job exchange. ABA Work in Austria is a new department of the Austrian Business Agency (ABA) and supports Austrian companies in their search for
skilled workers from abroad. The focus is on the following markets within the EU: Poland, Croatia, Bulgaria, Romania and Greece.
*** SPECIAL PROMOTION *** International jobs (outside Austria) will be visible for 6 months (for the price of 1 month)
€ 350,-

Costs: 		

Company fair of the FH Technikum
The annual company fair is the largest recruiting event at the FH Technikum Wien and offers students, alumni and companies
from technology and business an ideal platform for getting to know each other and for the initial exchange of information.
Costs: 		
		

€ 1.200,Die Teilnahme ist für unsere Firmenpartner in der Partnerschaft inkludiert.

CONTACT
DI (FH) Mag. Rafael Rasinger

Susanna Siegl

Leitung Innovation,
Scale up and Networks
T: +43 664 965 07 81
E: rafael.rasinger@technikum-wien.at

Innovation, Scale up and Networks
Corporate Partnerships
T: +43 664 965 07 54
E: susanna.siegl@technikum-wien.at

THE UAS TECHNIKUM VIENNA
is Austria‘s University of Applied Sciences for Technology and Digitalisation. Since its
foundation in 1994, it has produced 13,000 graduates. Currently, more than 4,400 students in 30 Bachelor‘s and Master‘s degree programmes are trained to become top
executives for the economy. The UAS is a network partner of the FEEI - Fachverband
der Elektro- und Elektronikindustrie.
www.technikum-wien.at
The primary goal of the FH Technikum Wien is to train qualified specialists for industry
and business. In order to facilitate matching between professionals and companies,
the FH Technikum Wien offers its own job portal and career events, which interested
companies can use as part of various cooperation opportunities to get in touch direct-
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ly with students and graduates of the FH Technikum Wien.

